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Courses About Helping All
Students Succeed in School

“TEACHING IN THE
QUALITY CLASSROOM”
3 Semester Hours of Graduate Credit

How to implement classroom strategies
that produce quality work.
In this course, you will visit classrooms around the country
that are putting Dr. Glasser’s quality school ideas into action.
These ideas take form and become a bright, detailed picture
of education at its best: happy, productive students; satisfied, enthusiastic teachers; and actively supportive parents
who are thrilled with their children’s success.

IN THIS COURSE, YOU WILL LEARN TO:
guide student behavior without coercion.
manage a classroom to promote quality work.
help your students become better listeners.
avoid student frustration and discipline problems.
teach students problem-solving skills that lead to
academic achievement.
“Teaching in the Quality Classroom” is about more than just getting
students to stay in their seats and complete assignments. It is about
how you can raise your students’ achievements to a new level in
which “good enough is not good enough” and quality work is a
workable, daily goal.

CREATE THE CLASSROOM
YOU’VE ALWAYS WANTED
Enroll Today! (800) 486-8650

“CO-OPERATION AND
THE QUALITY CLASSROOM”
3 Semester Hours of Graduate Credit

Discover how to help students become
co-responsible for their own learning.
Featuring Dr. William Glasser and Dr. Roger Johnson, this course is based
on Dr. Glasser’s Choice Theory that states that our behavior is guided by a
set of basic needs. One classroom approach that meets students’ basic
needs is cooperative learning. You will see how cooperative learning and
other classroom strategies will lead your students to quality work.

IN THIS COURSE, YOU WILL LEARN HOW TO:
create lessons that involve students.
best utilize cooperative teaching techniques.
help students set goals to work harder.
help students solve group and classroom problems that affect
their learning.
improve student-teacher relationships.
Forcing students to learn doesn’t work; gaining their cooperation
does. “Co-Operation and the Quality Classroom” gives you the
knowledge and skills necessary to create lesson plans and utilize
classroom strategies that will help your students become active,
enthusiastic partners in the education process.

SEE MASTER TEACHERS IN ACTION –
REAL TEACHERS, REAL STUDENTS
Enroll Today! (800) 486-8650

